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Suppose that G is a graph with n vertices andm edges, and let μ be
the spectral radius of its adjacency matrix.
Recently we showed that if G has no 4-cycle, then μ2 − μ n − 1,
with equality if and only if G is the friendship graph.
Here we prove that if m 9 and G has no 4-cycle, then μ2  m,
with equality if G is a star. For 4 m 8 this assertion fails.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
This note is part of an ongoing project aiming to build extremal graph theory on spectral basis, see,
e.g. [3,9–16]. A much studied topic in extremal graph theory are graphs with forbidden subgraphs,
mainly becausemost fundamental graph properties are characterized by families of forbidden graphs.
In fact, one of the oldest results for forbidden graphs was obtained by Klein back in 1938:
If a graph G with n vertices and m edges contains no cycles of length 4, then
m 1
4
n
(
1 +
√
4n − 3
)
. (1)
Since then, graphswithno4-cycles havebeen studied indetail, see, e.g. [4,6]. Unfortunately, the spectra
of such graphs are not studied so well, although this is a fascinating topic.
Thus, suppose that G is a graph with n vertices and m edges and let μ(G) be the spectral radius of
its adjacency matrix. How large can μ(G) be if G has no cycles of length 4? This question was partially
answered in [13, Theorem 3]:
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Let G be a graph of order n with μ(G) = μ. If G has no 4-cycles, then
μ2 − μ n − 1. (2)
Equality holds if and only if every two vertices of G have exactly one common neighbor.
To begin with, note that this result implies (1) since
2m
n
 μ(G) 1
2
(
1 +
√
4n − 3
)
.
Also, the condition for equality in (2) is a popular theme: as shown in [4,7], the only graph satisfying
this condition is the friendship graph – a set of n/2 triangles sharing a single common vertex. Thus,
equality is possible only for n odd, and (2) may be improved for even n.
Conjecture 1. Let G be a graph of even order n with μ(G) = μ. If G has no 4-cycles, then
μ3 − μ2 − (n − 1)μ + 1 0. (3)
Equality holds if and only if G is a star of order n with n/2 − 1 disjoint additional edges.
Note that the number of edges of G is missing in (2) and (3). In contrast, Nosal [17] showed that if
μ(G) >
√
m, then G has triangles. Interestingly, such a result is particular for spectral graph theory and
has no analog in traditional extremal graph theory. Our main result here is in this same vein, giving a
similar assertion for 4-cycles:
Theorem 2. Let m 9 and G be a graph with m edges. If μ(G) > √m, then G has a 4-cycle.
Note that Theorem 2 is tight, for all stars are C4-free graphs with μ(G) =
√
m. Also, let Sn,1 be the
star of order nwith an edge within its independent set: Sn,1 is C4-free and has n edges, but μ(G) >
√
n
for 4 n 8, as shown in Lemma 6 below.
Observe that the original result of Nosal was sharpened in [15, Theorem 2, (i)]:
If μ(G) √m, then G has a triangle, unless G is a complete bipartite graph with possibly some isolated
vertices.
It turns out that Theorem 2 can be sharpened likewise, at the price of a considerably longer proof,
which we omit.
Theorem 3. Let m 9 and G be a graph with m edges. If μ(G) √m, then G has a 4-cycle unless G is a
star or S9,1 with possibly some isolated vertices.
Proofs
Our notation follows [2]; thus, if G is a graph G, and X and Y are disjoint sets of vertices of G, we
write:
– E(G) for the edge set of G and e(G) for |E(G)|;
– G[X] for the graph induced by X , E(X) for E(G[X]), and e(X) for |E(X)|;
– e(X ,Y) for the number of edges joining vertices in X to vertices in Y ;
– G − uv for the graph obtained by removing the edge uv ∈ E(G);
– G(u) for the set of neighbors of a vertex u and dG(u) for |G(u)|;
– X (u) for G(u) ∩ X and dX (u) for |X (u)|.
We drop the subscript in G(u) and dG(u) when it is understood.
Deﬁne Sn,k to be the star of order nwith k disjoint edges within its independent set.
Next we give some facts, needed in the proof of Theorem 2.
The ﬁrst one is implied by Theorem 1 in [18]:
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Fact 4. Let x be a unit eigenvector to the spectral radius of a graph with some edges. Then the entries
of x do not exceed 2−1/2.
Next, a known fact, proved here for completeness:
Lemma 5. Let A and A′ be the adjacency matrices of two graphs G and G′ on the same vertex set. Suppose
that G(u) G′ (u) for some vertex u. If some positive eigenvector x to μ(G) satisﬁes 〈A′x,x〉 〈Ax,x〉,
then μ(G′) > μ(G).
Proof. Since 〈A′x,x〉 〈Ax,x〉, the Rayleigh principle implies that μ(G′) μ(G). If μ(G′) = μ(G), then
〈A′x,x〉 = 〈Ax,x〉, and, againby theRayleighprinciple,x is aneigenvector toμ(G′). But this is impossible,
for
μ(G′)xu =
∑
uv∈E(G′)
xv >
∑
uv∈E(G)
xv = μ(G)xu.
We use above that G(u) ⊂ G′ (u), but there is some v ∈ G′ (u) such that v /∈ G(u). This completes
the proof of Lemma 5. 
Finally, some facts about μ(Sn,k):
Lemma 6. (a) μ(Sn,k) is the largest root of the equation
x3 − x2 − (n − 1)x + n − 1 − 2k = 0;
(b) μ(Sn,k)
√
n − 1 + k for n − 1 + k  9, and μ(Sn,1) >
√
n for 4 n 8.
Proof. Suppose that 1 is the dominating vertex of Sn,k , and {2, 3}, . . . , {2k, 2k + 1} are its k additional
edges. Set μ = μ(Sn,k) and let (x1, . . . , xn) be an eigenvector to μ. By symmetry,
x2 = x3 = · · · = x2k+1 and x2k+2 = x2k+3 = · · · = xn.
Setting x1 = x, x2 = y, xn = z, we see that
μz = x,
μy = y + x,
μx = 2ky + (n − 2k − 1)z.
Solving this system, we ﬁnd that μ is a root of the equation
x3 − x2 − (n − 1)x + n − 1 − 2k = 0.
Ifμ is not the largest root of this equation, then it has to be smaller than xmin = 1/3 +
√
1/9 + (n − 1)/3
- the point where the function
fk(x) = x3 − x2 − (n − 1)x + n − 1 − 2k
has a local minimum. This, however, is not possible since
μ >
√
n − 1 > 1/3 +
√
1/9 + (n − 1)/3.
This completes the proof of (a),
To prove (b) note that
fk
(√
n − 1 + k
)
=
(√
n − 1 + k
)3 − (√n − 1 + k)2 − (n − 1)√n − 1 + k + n − 2k
= k
(√
n − 1 + k − 3
)
,
implying the assertion since
√
n − 1 + k > xmin and fk(x) is increasing for x > xmin. 
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Proof of Theorem 2
Letm 9, and assume for a contradiction that G is a C4-free graph withm edges, satisfying μ(G) >√
m. Set μ = μ(G), and suppose that
μ = max{μ(G) : G is a C4free graph with e(G) = m}. (4)
Also, for the purposes of the proof we may and shall suppose that G has no isolated vertices. This
implies that G is connected.
Indeed, let G1 be a component of G with μ(G1) = μ(G), and let G2 be the nonempty union of the
remainingcomponentsofG. Removeanedge fromG2, andaddanedgebetweenG1 andG2. The resulting
graph is C4-free with m edges, but its spectral radius is larger than μ, contradicting (4). Hence, G is
connected.
The essential part of the proof is induction onm, but it needs some preparation. We ﬁrst introduce
some structure inG and settle several caseswith direct arguments, in particular the casem 13. Then,
having restricted the structure of G, we prove the induction step. Now the details.
Let {1, . . . ,n} be the vertices of G, and let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a positive unit eigenvector to μ, i.e.,
μ = 2
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj.
By symmetry, suppose that x1  · · · xn. We claim that all vertices of degree 1 are joined to
vertex 1.
Indeed, assume for a contradiction that there exists a vertex u /= 1 such that d(u) = 1 and u is joined
to v /= 1. Remove the edge uv and join u to vertex 1. The resulting graph G′ is C4-free and hasm edges.
Also, we see that∑
ij∈E(G′)
xixj =
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj + xu(x1 − xv)
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj.
SinceG(1) G′ (1), Lemma 5 implies that μ(G′) > μ, contradicting (4). Hence, all vertices of degree
1 are joined to vertex 1.
Let A = (aij) be the adjacency matrix of G and A2 = B = (bij). Since x is an eigenvector of B to μ2, we
have
x1μ
2 =
n∑
i=1
b1ixi  x1
n∑
i=1
b1i =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
a1jaji = x1
∑
v∈(1)
d(v). (5)
Set
U = (1), W = {2, 3, . . . ,n}\(1)
and let t = e(U) and q = e(W). We see that∑
v∈U
d(v) = d(1) + 2e(U) + e(U,W) = e(G) − e(W) + e(U) = m − q + t.
Thus (5) gives μ2  m + t − q, and from μ2 > m, we get the crucial inequality t  q + 1.
Since all vertices of degree 1 belong to U, we have d(u) 2 for all u ∈ W . Also, since G is C4-free, a
vertex inW canbe joined toatmostonevertex inU. Thus, for allw ∈ WwehavedW (w) d(w) − 1 1,
and consequently,
2q =
∑
w∈W
dW (w)
∑
w∈W
1 = |W |.
Suppose ﬁrst that q = 0. Then |W | = 0, and so, e(U,W) = 0. Therefore, vertex 1 is dominating and
G = Sm+1−t,t . By Lemma 6,
μ = μ(Sm+1−t,t)
√
m
form 9, contradicting the hypothesis. Therefore, q 1.
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The next claim gives a useful property of G[W ], and, in particular, settles the case q = 1.
Claim 1. The graph G[W ] contains no isolated edges.
Proof. Let uv ∈ E(W) be an isolated edge. Since d(u) 2 and d(v) 2, we see that dU(u) = dU(v) = 1.
Let {k} = U(u) and {l} = U(v). Remove the edges uk, vl, and join u and v to the vertex 1. The resulting
graph G′ is C4-free and hasm edges. Also, we see that∑
ij∈E(G′)
xixj =
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj + xu(x1 − xk) + xv(x1 − xl)
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj.
SinceG(1) G′ (1), Lemma 5 implies that μ(G′) > μ, contradicting (4), and completing the proof of
Claim 1. 
Claim 1 implies that q 2. Our next goal is to obtain a contradiction for m 13. Indeed, suppose
thatm 13; then q 2 gives
13 m = 3t + e(U,W) + q 4q + 3 + e(U,W) 11 + e(U,W),
which is possible only if q = 2, e(U,W) 2, and t = 3.
The graph G[W ] has 2 non-isolated edges, and thus is a path of order 3. Let u, v,w be the vertices
of this path and suppose that uv ∈ E(W) and vw ∈ E(W). Since d(u) 2 and d(w) 2, we ﬁnd that
dU(u) = dU(w) = 1. This, in view of e(U,W) 2, gives e(U,W) = 2, and so, v has no neighbors in U.
Let {k} = U(u) and {l} = U(w). Remove the edges uk,wl,uv, and join u, v,w to the vertex 1. The
resulting graph G′ is C4-free and hasm edges. Also, we see that∑
ij∈E(G′)
xixj =
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj + xu(x1 − xk) + xw(x1 − xl) + xv(x1 − xu)
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj.
Since G(1)G′ (1), Lemma 5 implies that μ(G′) > μ, contradicting (4).
At this point we have proved the theorem for 9 m 13. Assume now that m 14 and that the
theorem holds form − 1; we shall prove it form. The induction step is based on three claims.
Claim 2. If an edge uv ∈ E(G) satisﬁes d(u) = d(v) = 2, then xuxv < 1/4μ.
Proof. Let {i,u} = (v) and {j, v} = (u). From
μxu = xi + xv  x1 + xv and μxv  x1 + xu  x1 + xv
we see that xu + xv = 2x1/(μ − 1). Hence, using the AM–QM inequality and Fact 4, we obtain
xuxv 
(
xu + xv
2
)2
= x
2
1
(μ − 1)2 
1
2(μ − 1)2 
1
4μ
whenever μ2  14. This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 3. Let m 20. Let the vertices u, v,w satisfy d(u) = d(w) = 2 and d(v) = 3, and let v be joined to u
and w. Then either xuxv < 1/4μ or xwxv < 1/4μ.
Proof. We ﬁrst note that if x  √20, then
(x2 − 2)2
x(x + 1)(x + 2) >
x4 − 4x2
x(x + 1)(x + 2) =
x(x − 2)
x + 1 =
x2 − 4x − 2
x + 1 + 2 > 2. (6)
Next, letting (u) = {i, v},(w) = {j, v}, and (v) = {k,u,w}, we see that
μxu = xi + xv  x1 + xv,
μxw = xj + xv  x1 + xv,
μxv = xk + xu + xw  x1 + xu + xw
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and therefore,
μ(xu + xw) x1 + 2xv,
μxv  x1 + xu + xw.
The solution of this system is
xu + xw  2 μ + 1
μ2 − 2x1, xv 
μ + 2
μ2 − 2x1.
Now, assuming xu  xw , and using Fact 4, we obtain
xuxv  (μ + 1)(μ + 2)
(μ2 − 2)2 x
2
1 
(μ + 1)(μ + 2)
2(μ2 − 2)2 .
Finally, inequality (6) implies that
xuxv  (μ + 1)(μ + 2)
2(μ2 − 2)2 
1
4μ
whenever μ2  20. This completes the proof of Claim 3. 
Claim 4. If there exists uv ∈ E(G) satisfying xuxv  1/4μ, then μ2(G − uv) > μ2 − 1.
Proof. For every edge uv ∈ E(G), by the Rayleigh principle, we have
μ2(G − uv)
⎛
⎝2 ∑
ij∈E(G−uv)
xixj
⎞
⎠
2
= (μ − 2xuxv)2 > μ2 − 4μxuxv  μ2 − 1
completing the proof of Claim 4. 
Having proved the claims, we proceedwith the induction step. If there exists uv ∈ E(U)with d(u) =
d(v) = 2, thenbyClaims2and4weobtainμ(G − uv) > √m − 1; by the inductionhypothesisG contains
a C4, a contradiction.
Hereafter, we assume that d(u) + d(v) 5 for all uv ∈ E(U). For every edge uv ∈ E(U), let Wuv =
W (u) ∪W (v). Since a vertex in W can be joined to at most one vertex in U, the sets Wuv,uv ∈ E(U)
are disjoint. From
2q = 2e(W) =
∑
w∈W
dW (w)
∑
uv∈E(U)
∑
w∈Wuv
dW (w) t min
uv∈E(U)
∑
w∈Wuv
dW (w)
we see that there is an edge uv ∈ E(U) such that∑w∈Wuv dW (w) 1. Then from
|Wuv| = d(u) + d(v) − 4 1
we conclude thatWuv contains a single vertex w, and that dW (w) = 1.
Assume, by symmetry, thatw is joined to v. Then d(u) = 2, d(w) = 2, and d(v) = 3. Now, ifm 20,
Claims 3 and 4 imply either μ(G − vw) > √m − 1 or μ(G − uv) > √m − 1; by the induction hypothesis
G contains a C4, a contradiction.
To complete the proof we have to settle the case when 15 m 19 and d(u) + d(v) 5 holds for
all uv ∈ E(U). We shall show that these conditions also lead to a contradiction.
From
e(U,W) =
∑
uv∈E(U)
dW (u) + dW (v)
∑
uv∈E(U)
(5 − 4) = t
and
19 m = 3t + e(U,W) + q 3t + t + q 5q + 4, (7)
we see that q 3 and t  4.
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Consider ﬁrst the case q = 3. From (7) we ﬁnd that this is possible only ifm = 19, t = 4, e(U,W) = 4.
This implies also that |W | e(U,W) 4.
G[W ] has no isolated vertices and, by Claim 1, it has no isolated edges either. Thus, from e(W) = 3
we see that G[W ] is a tree of order 4. Now the structure of G is determined: G consists of 4 triangles
sharing vertex 1, a tree T of order 4, and a 4-matching joining every vertex of T to a separate triangle.
Select u ∈ W to be with dW (u) = 1 and let {v} = W (u), {k} = U(u), {l} = U(v). Suppose that xk 
xl , remove the edge vl, and add the edge vk. The resulting graph G
′ is C4-free and hasm edges. Also, we
see that∑
ij∈E(G′)
xixj =
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj + xv(xk − xl)
∑
ij∈E(G)
xixj.
Since G(k) G′ (k), Lemma 5 implies that μ(G′) > μ, contradicting (4).
The same argument applies when xk < xl , completing the proof in this case.
Let now q = 2. If t = 4, then |W | e(U,W) t = 4, and soW contains isolated edges, contradicting
Claim 1. Hence, t = 3, |W | = 3, and G[W ] is a path of order 3. Now, the structure of G is determined:
G consists of the graph Sm−4,3, a path P of order 3, and a 3-matching, joining every vertex of T to a
separate triangle of Sm−4,3.
At this point we apply again the above argument, completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
Concluding remarks
Theorem 3 in [13] gives a result more general than just inequality (2):
Theorem 7. Let G be a graph of order n with μ(G) = μ. If G has no K2,k+1 for some k  1, then
μ2 − μ k(n − 1).
Equality holds if and only if every two vertices of G have exactly k common neighbors.
This theorem is sharper than Theorem 3 in [1], and for some values of n and k it is as good as one
can get. Curiously for k  2, there is a related result proved independently by Kelmans [8] and Gera
and Shen [5]:
Let k  2 and G be a graph such that every two vertices of G have exactly k common neighbors. Then G
is a strongly regular graph.
As seen in the small selection from [19] below, strongly regular graphs with every two vertices
having exactly k common neighbors exist at least for some values of n and k.
k n μ
2 16 6
3 45 12
4 96 20
5 175 30
6 36 15
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